Induction Seminar

Date: Friday 24 March, 2017
Time: 4-6pm (light refreshments will be provided)
Venue: Room 612, Education Building A35

Words of wisdom from senior research students
What I found useful at the beginning of my candidature.

Speakers:
- Pam Joseph, 4th year PhD (Social Work) candidate
- Rachel O’Brien, 3rd year PhD (Education) candidate and also, student representative on the Office of Doctoral Studies Committee, SSEDSW

Being a research student in the SSEDSW
- Introductions to key academic staff in the Office of Doctoral Studies
- Expectations, roles and responsibilities
- Annual Progress Reviews

Speaker: Dr Ilektra Spandagou, Research Higher Degree Coordinator, ODS

Thesis proposal meetings
Run through Thesis proposal meetings and procedures

Speaker: Dr Paul Ginns, Thesis Proposal Coordinator, ODS

Research training at the SSEDSW
- Research training modules
- Thesis proposal writing series

Speaker: Dr Nicole Mockler, Academic Engagement Coordinator, ODS